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Supplemental Analysis Report

3. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
The evaluation of alternatives in this Supplemental Analysis Report focuses on five key
evaluation criteria:


Cost and Financial Feasibility – This evaluation criterion considers both capital and
operating costs. Capital costs include the construction of the guideway, stations,
vehicles, and supporting facilities. Operating costs include the cost to operate and
maintain the system. This information is used to assess potential fiscal impacts and
the cost effectiveness of each alternative. Measure R commits approximately $200
(2008 $) million to the AMC project. The difference between the full capital cost and
the $200 million would have to be made up through other funding sources.



Passenger Convenience and Ridership – This evaluation criterion measures the benefit
created by this project in terms of increased transit ridership and overall passenger
convenience. Information on transit ridership is presented in several forms: daily
Metro Rail boardings, daily APM system boardings, and transit mode share. In
general, the attractiveness of transit is directly influenced by passenger convenience
factors, such as travel time, walk distance, transfers and vertical level changes.



Compatibility with Metro and LAWA Programs – This evaluation criterion assesses
compatibility with both Metro and LAWA plans and programs. Conflicts between
alternatives and future projects such as Crenshaw/LAX, APM, ITF, CONRAC, roadway
improvements and other airport functions could negatively affect project delivery and
program implementation.



Engineering/Physical Feasibility – This evaluation criterion focuses on the physical
constructability and considers several construction related factors: structures and
foundations, utilities, geotechnical issues, as well as construction within an active
airport environment.



Operational Feasibility – This evaluation criterion assesses the feasibility of Metro Rail
operations under various service scenarios. Several of the alternatives involve
interlining, branching and split service, necessitating an operational analysis of the
upper capacity limit at several key junctions and terminals in the vicinity of the study
area.

These performance measures build on those used in the October 2013 Technical Refinement
Study and the April 2012 Alternatives Analysis Report. Metro staff coordinated with LAWA to
develop and define the evaluation criteria. The specific performance measures for each
evaluation criterion are summarized in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1: Evaluation Criteria and Performance Measures
Evaluation Criteria

Performance Measures

Cost and Financial
Feasibility






Total capital cost of APM
Total capital cost of LRT
Total operating and maintenance cost of APM
Total operating and maintenance cost of LRT

Passenger Convenience
and Ridership










Number of transfers
Number of level changes
Average Walk Time
Travel time for airport destined passengers
Metro Rail boardings
APM boardings
Transit mode share
Baggage check-in at ITF for Alternative B only

Compatibility with Metro
and LAWA Programs

 Airport's current and future projects
 Metro's current and future projects
 Construction schedule compatibility

Engineering/Physical
Feasibility







Impacts to LAX operations
Parking garage foundations (in CTA)
Roadway columns, foundations and structures
Utilities
Geotechnical, hazardous materials and soils

 Air spaces/Runway Projection Zones
Operational Feasibility

 Systemwide LRT operations feasibility
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3.1. COST AND FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY
3.1.1.

Capital Cost

Figure 3-1 presents the capital cost estimates and identifies the amounts attributed to the
APM and the LRT portions of the project. All alternatives, except for the A Alternatives, exceed
the $200 million allocated to the Project in Measure R and would require additional funding.
APM Capital Costs
Capital costs for the APM, which were provided by LAWA, are high-level rough order-ofmagnitude estimates and assume, for purposes of this analysis, a spine APM alignment. The
APM configuration is the same for Alternatives A, B, C1, C3 and C4 and has a capital cost that
ranges from $1.4 – $1.6 billion. The main factor contributing to the variation in APM costs
between Alternatives A1, A2 and A3 is the location of the connection to Metro Rail, which
affects the guideway length. As the APM in Alternative A3 requires the longest guideway, it
has the highest capital cost at $1.6 billion. The lower cost APM configuration are included
with Alternatives B and C1, due to only four APM stations, and has a capital cost of $1.4
billion.
Metro Rail Capital Costs
Alternatives A1 and A3 have minimal Metro LRT project cost since they involve only
modifications to the Aviation/Century Station to accommodate for an APM connection, and
do not require environmental clearance by Metro. Alternative A2 requires the addition of a
new Metro Rail station at 96th Street, accommodations to the Crenshaw/LAX Line, and would
cost approximately $200 million. If the cost of the APM is included, the total capital cost for
Alternative A1 is $1.6 billion and the total capital cost for Alternatives A2 and A3 is $1.7
billion.
The capital cost of Alternative B is $1.8 billion. The cost estimate assumed a tunnel boring
machine (TBM) construction method for the tunnel and cut-and-cover construction method
for the ITF station. The cut-and-cover construction method was also explored for the tunnel,
but was determined to be more costly due to building demolition, roadway decking,
rebuilding Century and Airport Boulevards, relocating several large utilities, and property
acquisition. If the cost of the APM is included, the total capital cost for Alternative B is $3.1
billion.
The capital cost is $2 billion for Alternative C1, $3.5 billion for Alternative C3 and $3.8 for
Alternative C4. The capital costs are largely driven by tunnel length and the number of
underground stations. If the cost of the APM is included, the total capital cost is $3.4 billion
for Alternative C1, $4.9 billion for C3, and $5.2 billion for C4.
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Figure 3-1: Estimated Capital Costs
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The detailed capital cost estimates are available in Appendix B. The major changes in the cost
estimate since the 2013 Technical Refinement Study include:


Lowering of the CTA West Station in Alternatives C3 and C4 to accommodate the newly
proposed tunnels under the CTA as identified in LAWA’s Midfield Satellite Processor
Environmental Impact Report. These tunnels result in the Metro Rail tunnels being 75
feet below ground level, and below the proposed LAX Airside APM system. The associated
dollars required to lower the station would not perceptibly impact the overall capital costs
of these alternatives.



Additional conceptual engineering was completed for Alternative B, which allowed for a
more comparable analysis of all alternatives.



LAWA further revised the definition of the APM routes and stations. For example, Metro’s
2013 Technical Refinement Study included five APM stations inside the CTA, which has
been subsequently reduce to two CTA stations. This change along with further analysis
has changed the previous capital cost estimates.

Contingencies applied to the cost estimates, which include individual contingences, as well as
an overall unallocated contingency, are consistent with Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
guidance. Allocated contingencies (design allowances) range from 15 percent for vehicles and
25 percent for maintenance facilities to 40 percent for utility relocation. The contingencies for
most items fall between 30 percent and 35 percent.
The unallocated contingency serves as an overall buffer for the project. Unallocated
contingency reflects FTA and Metro guidelines for contingency given that the study area is
highly dynamic, physically constrained, complex, and only conceptual engineering has been
completed. Because of the high number of stakeholders and the amount of business activity,
in addition to the extensive foundations and utilities, 37 percent is deemed to be an
appropriate buffer for unallocated contingency. Contingency would be reevaluated when the
design is more fully developed and the impacts associated with the Alternatives are more
clearly defined.
3.1.2.

Operating and Maintenance Costs

The estimated operating and maintenance (O&M) costs for the alternatives are presented in
Figure 3-2. The operating costs were calculated based on the operating plan parameters
(headway, etc.), and are not a finalized operating plan. Longer alignments and more frequent
headways generally result in higher operating costs.
APM Operating and Maintenance Costs
O&M for the APM were provided by LAWA. The APM O&M costs are generally lower than LRT
costs because the APM system is automated, reducing labor costs. The APM configuration is
the same for Alternatives B, C1, C3 and C4 and has an estimated annual O&M cost of $7.3
million. Because the APM in Alternative A3 requires the longest guideway, it has the highest
annual O&M cost at an estimated $7.6 million. Alternative A1 has an annual O&M cost of
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approximately $7.4 million and Alternative A2 has an annual O&M cost of roughly $7.2
million.
Metro Rail Operating and Maintenance Costs
Since the alternatives that include LRT improvements would build upon existing transit
service, the operating cost is the incremental difference to add the new service.
The annual O&M cost for Alternative A2, which adds a new Metro Rail station at 96th Street,
would cost approximately $100,000. There are no additional Metro Rail O&M costs associated
with Alternatives A1 and A3. If the cost of the APM is included, the total annual O&M for
Alternative A2 is $7.3 million.
The annual O&M cost of Alternative B is approximately $5.6 million. If the cost of the APM is
included, the total annual O&M for Alternative B is estimated at $12.9 million.
The total annual O&M cost is approximately $9.4 million for Alternative C1, $14.5 million for
Alternative C3, and $15.3 million for Alternative C4. If the cost of the APM is included, the
total annual O&M cost is approximately $16.7 million for Alternative C1, $21.8 million for C3,
and $22.6 million for C4.
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Figure 3-2: Estimated Operating and Maintenance Costs (Annual)

3.2. PASSENGER CONVENIENCE AND RIDERSHIP
The purpose of this section is to assess passenger convenience and measure the benefit for
each alternative. In general, the attractiveness of transit is directly influenced by passenger
convenience factors, such as travel time, walk distance, transfers and vertical level changes.
Information on transit ridership is presented in several forms: daily Metro Rail boardings,
daily APM system boardings, and transit mode share.
3.2.1.

Passenger Convenience

There are four primary measures of passenger convenience: walk times, transfers, vertical
level changes, and travel times. Taken together, these factors have a strong influence on the
relative attractiveness of various airport transit connection options. Table 3-2 through Table
3-4 present these passenger convenience factors for each alternative.
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Table 3-2: Walk Times

*Not all passengers transfer
Note: 7.4 minutes for transfer walk time and 12.0 minutes for total walk time were used for
ridership forecasting for Alternative B, based on information provided by LAWA. The 6.0
minute transfer walk time shown in the table represents a new ITF layout concept which was
presented after completion of the analysis.
Walk Times
The average walking time is based on the walk from the Metro Rail system to the airport
terminal door. The walk time includes the time required to transfer between the Metro Rail
and the APM as well as the average time required to walk from the APM or Metro Rail CTA
station to the terminal door (assumes moving walkways to terminals).
Several observations can be drawn from the information presented in Table 3-2:


Alternative B has the longest total walk time, but is only slightly longer than A1.
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Alternatives that extend LRT into the CTA (C Alternatives) have the shortest average walk
time because not all passengers need to transfer to the APM, eliminating the transfer walk
time.

Transfers
As shown Table 3-3, the transfers and level changes are generally the same across Alternatives
A1, A2, and B. Alternative A3 may allow for one less level change at the Aviation/Century
transfer due to more flexibility for locating and designing the interface with the APM’s
terminal station. Alternatives C1, C3 and C4 eliminate a transfer between Metro Rail and APM
for most passengers by providing direct access to the CTA. As a result, these alternatives have
higher transit attractiveness than the alternatives that force a transfer and generate slightly
higher ridership, which is slightly offset by the decrease in non-airport boardings.
Table 3-3: Transfers and Vertical Level Changes
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Travel Times
Table 3-4 presents the total time it takes Metro passengers to reach the furthest terminal
station in the CTA from the Expo/Crenshaw, Redondo Beach, and Norwalk Metro Rail
stations. The total travel time includes waiting time, in-vehicle time, transfer time, and
average walk time to the terminal door. There are several key observations:


Alternatives B, C1, C3 and C4 branch or split Metro Rail service, limiting the peak period
headways to 10 minutes for the Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green Lines. The increased
headways affect both airport and non-airport bound passengers.



Alternatives C1, C3, and C4 have the shortest overall travel time because not all
passengers are forced to transfer to the APM. While these alternatives have increased
headways on Metro Rail, eliminating the transfer off-sets the longer waiting time.



Alternative B has the longest overall travel time due to alignment curves that slow train
speeds, split headways, and a longer transfer walk distance from Metro Rail. Airport
bound passengers experience the longest total walk time in traveling from Metro Rail to
the airport terminals. For non-airport bound passengers traveling between Norwalk and
the Crenshaw Corridor, the overall travel time increases due to the forced transfer at the
ITF rather than at the Aviation/Century or 96th Street Stations. In addition, the increased
headways for all lines result in longer wait times during the transfer.
Table 3-4: Regional Travel Times for Airport Metro Passengers
To Furthest CTA Station (minutes)
Alternative

Redondo Beach  CTA

Norwalk  CTA

Crenshaw  CTA

A1

32.7

52.0

34.6

A2

31.4

50.7

32.3

A3

34.0

53.3

35.9

B

33.5

50.8

36.6

C1

31.5

50.8

36.1

Previously Eliminated Alternatives – for informational purposes only
C3

34.3

50.8

35.8

C4

28.0

45.7

31.0

3.2.2.

Metro Rail Ridership Results

Table 3-5 summarizes the daily boardings on the Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green Lines for
both non-airport and airport destined trips. A few key observations can be drawn from the
ridership results:
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Airport destined boardings comprise a small percentage of the overall boardings on the
Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green lines – between two and four percent of all boardings.



Alternative B has the lowest total daily boardings of all the alternatives due to a decline in
both airport and non-airport passenger boardings. This decline is due to the proposed
operating plan, which results in Metro Rail passengers experiencing longer wait times due
to constraints on service frequency (10-minute peak period headways) and some out-ofdirection travel.



Non-airport destined boardings are highest for Alternatives A1, A2, and A3. This is largely
due to the better peak period headways (5-minute frequency in some cases), reduced wait
time for non-airport transfers, and no out-of-direction travel for passengers traveling
between the Norwalk and Crenshaw Corridors.



Alternatives C1, C3, and C4 have the largest share of airport-destined boardings on the
Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green Lines. This is because these alternatives provide direct
Metro Rail service into the CTA, and are therefore the most attractive to airport-destined
transit passengers.



Compared to Alternative A1, Alternative C4 results in an additional 1,600 airport destined
boardings on the Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green Lines.



The alternate operating plan for Alternative B (alternate operating plan) yields higher
Metro boardings, but that increase is the result of a forced transfer at the ITF for Metro
Green Line passengers traveling between Norwalk and the South Bay.
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Table 3-5: Daily Boardings on the Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green Lines

3.2.3.

Transit Mode Share

Table 3-6 summarizes the public transit mode share to LAX for each alternative. The following
conclusions can be drawn from the mode choice model:


The transit mode share ranges from a low of 0.9 percent in Alternative B to a high of 2.1
percent in Alternative C4. For all alternatives, driving and parking continues to be the
largest mode share.



Alternatives C3 and C4 have the highest transit mode share, but the transit mode share is
still relatively small compared to other modes (refer to Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4).



Alternative B decreases the transit mode share compared to Alternatives A1, A2, and A3
due to its longer travel time for non-airport bound passengers.



Alternatives A1, A2, and A3 have relatively similar transit mode shares.
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Table 3-6: Public Transit Mode Share to LAX
Alternative
A1
A2
A3
B
C1
C3
C4

Public Transit Mode Share to LAX (Air Passengers)
1.1%
1.2%
1.1%
1.0%
1.3%
1.9%
2.1%

Figure 3-3: Mode Share for Alternative B
Public FlyAway
Transit
8%
1%
On-call
Shuttle
13%

Rental
Car
10%
Limo/Taxi
10%

Figure 3-4: Mode Share for Alternative C4
Public FlyAway
Transit
8%
2%

Drive and
Park
16%

Dropoff
42%

On-call
Shuttle
13%
Rental
Car
10%

Drive and
Park
15%

Dropoff
42%

Limo/Taxi
10%

3.2.4.

APM Ridership Results

Table 3-7 summarizes the boardings on the APM system. There are several key findings:


Alternative A3 has the highest APM boardings at 54,780, while Alternative C4 has the
lowest APM boardings with 51,580.



Metro Rail passengers comprise a small percentage of those using the APM system. Most
APM boardings are those passengers parking outside the CTA or connecting to the CTA
from the CONRAC.



Alternatives that extend Metro Rail into the CTA have the lowest number of APM
boardings due to the duplication of service to the CTA.



Across all alternatives, boardings on the APM are the highest at the ITF and CTA West
stations.
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Table 3-7: Daily Boardings on the APM System

3.2.5.

ITF Baggage Processing Sensitivity Analysis

LAWA is planning a baggage check-in service at the ITF, which would offer enhanced
convenience and time savings for some air passengers. LAWA estimates that checking bags at
the remote facility will result in a travel time savings of approximately 5.4 minutes. The time
savings results from:


2.2 minutes saved by not walking to a ticket counter at the terminal.



1.1 minutes saved due to increased walking speeds for passengers without baggage from
the ITF to the airport terminals.



2.0 minutes saved due to shorter lines and less congestion at the ITF compared to the
check-in counters at the terminals.

Because the travel time savings applies only to inbound domestic passengers with bags, not
all passengers benefit from this processing function (approximately 28 percent of total air
passengers bound for LAX). It should be noted that international passengers were not
assumed to have access to the remote baggage check-in service per TSA requirements.
Primarily those who park outside the CTA, those who take on-call shuttles, and those who
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take public transit would potentially benefit from the travel time savings because they would
utilize the baggage processing on their way to the APM.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted only on Alternative B, which is the only alternative where
Metro Rail passengers destined for LAX would transfer at the ITF and could take advantage of
the baggage check-in benefit. In the other alternatives, it is assumed that airport bound
passengers would take either the APM or Metro Rail directly to their terminal and would not
get off at the ITF to check their bags.
Table 3-8 summarizes the rail boardings on the Crenshaw/LAX line, Metro Green Line and
APM with and without the ITF baggage processing. The analysis led to the following
conclusions:


There is no significant change to the number of Metro Rail boardings because the
baggage check-in benefit applies across modes and is not exclusive to transit riders.



The baggage check-in benefit increases the percentage of people who park and fly at the
ITF.



The ITF baggage processing increases APM boardings by 1,700 due to a shift in air
passengers choosing to park outside the CTA and to on-call shuttles dropping passengers
off at the ITF.
Table 3-8: Metro Rail and APM Boardings with Baggage Processing
Alternative B

Transit
Mode Share

No Baggage Check
Baggage Check

1.0%
1.0%

Metro Green, Crenshaw/LAX
Lines Daily Boardings
Airport
Non-Airport
1,450
66,890
1,450
66,890

APM Daily
Boardings

Change in
APM Daily
Boardings

53,370
55,070

n/a
1,700
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Overall Ridership Model Findings

The results of the modeling yielded several preliminary findings:


Across all alternatives, the transit mode share for trips into the airport area remains
relatively small compared to other modes (1-2 percent mode share depending on the
alternative).



Alternatives that redirect Metro Rail service to the ITF or into the CTA will inconvenience
passengers not travelling to LAX, resulting in a decrease in transit ridership for passengers
not heading to LAX.



Alternatives that provide a direct rail connection into the CTA increase airport-destined
boardings more than those that require a transfer. However, this increase only translates
into approximately 1,600 transit boardings to the Airport and is somewhat offset by a loss
in non-airport destined passengers. Across all alternatives, the overwhelming majority of
APM boardings are attributed to passengers who park and fly at the ITF and adjacent
parking facilities.



An ITF featuring baggage check-in has no significant effect on the share of transit trips to
LAX.
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3.3. COMPATIBILITY WITH METRO AND LAWA PROGRAMS
The purpose of this section is to assess compatibility with both Metro and LAWA programs.
Conflicts between alternatives and future project such as Crenshaw/LAX, APM, ITF, CONRAC,
roadway improvements, and other airport functions could negatively affect project delivery
and program implementation. Table 3-9 provides a qualitative assessment of the
compatibility of the alternatives with Metro and LAWA programs.
Table 3-9: Summary of Compatibility with Metro and LAWA Programs

The following summarizes the compatibility of alternatives with Metro and LAWA programs.


Alternatives A1 is the most compatible with Metro program goals, as it provides the most
direct APM connection between the Metro Aviation/Century Station and the CTA.
Alternative A1 would not result in any changes or delays to the Crenshaw/LAX project or
inconvenience non-airport passengers.



Alternatives A2 and A3 also leverage Metro’s investment in the Crenshaw/LAX project.
However, Alternative A2 would require Metro to construct an additional station at 96th
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Street, while Alternative A3 would require Metro passengers bound for LAX to travel east
from the Aviation/Century Station to the CONRAC before heading west to the LAX
terminals, approximately 2-3 minutes of additional travel time.


Alternatives B, C1, C3, and C4 are less compatible with Metro program goals. These
alternatives could adversely affect the investment made in the Crenshaw/LAX line by
reducing the service levels planned for the infrastructure and station at Aviation/Century.



Changes to the Crenshaw/LAX project scope to accommodate Alternative B have the
potential to delay the construction schedule. Such changes to the project could affect the
terms of the federal Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA)
loan, and potentially reopen the environmental process.



Alternative B best integrates with LAWA’s proposed program for the ITF.



Alternatives A2 and B do not present potential conflicts with projects planned as part of
the LAX ground transportation program.



Alternatives C1, C3, and C4 result in service duplication with LAWA’s APM system.
Furthermore, Alternatives C3 and C4 could potentially conflict with the LAX Midfield
Satellite Concourse program, which includes underground tunnels.

3.4. ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL FEASIBILITY
The engineering and physical feasibility analysis considers design challenges and identifies
issues with the proposed alternatives that render many questionable. The tunnel LRT
alternatives each present multiple design and construction challenges, particularly in the
highly constrained CTA.
Alternative B, which will be discussed more below, was examined with three construction
methods: cut-and-cover, partial TBM, and aerial. While the cut-and-cover and partial TBM
methods were both determined to be feasible, the aerial configuration was determined to be
infeasible due to engineering and right-of-way constraints.
3.4.1.

CTA Parking Structures and Foundations

The LRT alternatives that tunnel into the CTA would cross underneath the foundations for
several of the parking garages, as well as underneath the proposed underground tunnels as
part of the Midfield Satellite Concourse program. Alternative C1, which is the shortest tunnel,
would be located within close proximity to the foundations for parking structures P1 and P7,
but would be designed to avoid parking structure piles. Alternative C3 would be in close
proximity to parking structures P2, P3, P4, and P5 along West Way. Alternative C4 would cross
underneath P1 at East Way and in close proximity to P2, P3, P4, and P5 along West Way. Both
C3 and C4 would pass below the proposed underground tunnels included in the Midfield
Satellite Concourse program, providing a minimum clearance of one tunnel diameter or
more.
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Roadway Columns and Foundations

In Alternative C1, the tunnel will clear the deep second level deck piles, Control Tower
foundation, and the Century/Sepulveda overcrossing. The alignment will also cross
underneath the Administration East Building. In Alternative C3, the tunnel will cross
underneath World Way North, World Way South, and in close proximity to the West Way
second deck level. In Alternative C4, the tunnel will cross underneath World Way North, World
Way South, and underneath West Way and East Way second level deck.
3.4.3.

Off-CTA Roadways and Structures

All LRT alternatives except Alternative B would avoid impacts to off-CTA roadway and
structures. Each of the three construction methods analyzed for Alternative B would
encounter constructability challenges. In order to pass under the Crenshaw/LAX mainline
tracks south of the Aviation/Century Station, all three methods – aerial, partial TBM, and cutand cover – would have to demolish and deck a portion of Aviation Boulevard and 104th Street
during construction. Passing over the Crenshaw/LAX mainline tracks was deemed infeasible
due to the runway protection zones and other airfield and runway restrictions. All three
methods would also impact an existing drainage ditch running along 104th Street.
Under a cut-and-cover method, Alternative B would impact existing structures significantly
enough to become the most expensive method of constructing this alternative. Demolishing,
decking, and reconstructing portions of Century and Airport Boulevards would be a
considerable undertaking. This construction would occur primarily via night closure of the
roadways, accommodating LAX traffic peaks as much as feasible. As the warehouse
structures on the south side of Century Boulevard conduct business at night, construction
scheduling on this portion would have to be addressed in greater detail. Several structures
would be partially or fully demolished to make way for the cut-and-cover construction.
Were the partial TBM construction method to be used, Alternative B would still utilize cutand-cover methods for portions of the corridor in the north and south. In the south, cut-andcover would be used to pass under the Crenshaw/LAX mainline tracks at the junction near
104th Street. A parcel of the existing parking lot outside the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) airfield on the west site of 104th Street would be acquired temporarily to serve as a TBM
launch site.
In the north, cut-and-cover would be used at the LAWA-owned Belford Property where no
obstructions exist and cut-and-cover would be less expensive, and where a TBM launch site
could be built. Between the two launch sites, dual tunnels would be bored, staying primarily
below existing roadways to avoid existing properties and their underground deep piles and
parking structures. The Metro station at the ITF and adjoining special trackwork would
require a portion of Airport Boulevard to be partially decked during construction.
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Utilities

There are no utility conflicts with the LRT tunnel segments for all alternatives provided
adequate depth of cover. Along the tunnel alignment in the CTA, the majority of utilities are
located within five feet of the surface. The deepest is the Central Outfall Sewer with the
bottom of the pipe averaging 15 to 20 feet below the surface. The new LAX Central Utility
Plant (CUP) hot and chilled water supply and return lines average 30 feet below the surface.
Any tunnel in the CTA associated with the LRT Alternatives C1, C3, and C4 are proposed with
the top of the tunnel at a depth of 75 feet.
The major utility conflicts will occur at the proposed stations during the trenching
construction. To construct both the West and East CTA Stations, locations of existing utilities
will have to be well documented when constructing the station exterior walls. The majority of
the existing utilities will have to be exposed and protected in-place by hanging underneath a
temporary decking system, and kept in service during the entire construction phase.
LAWA requested that all LRT alternatives be underground in the CTA in order to leave
clearance for the aerial APM.
Outside of the CTA, Alternative B crosses the path of significant utilities. All construction
methods evaluated would impact a large drainage ditch along 104th Street, which would be
costly and complex to relocate. If constructed via cut-and-cover, the 75-inch storm drain
running along Century Boulevard would have to be protected in place. This extra-large utility
would be prohibitively expensive to relocate because its status as an out-of-date facility would
trigger a retrofit or reconstruction of its entire length if any portion of it were touched.
3.4.5.

LAWA Identified Risk Areas

LAWA has identified three areas that they believe to be higher risk for tunneling due to vital
airport operations. These areas include: the runways, World Way, and terminals. LAWA is
concerned that tunneling underneath these vital components of airport operations carries
additional risk that should be considered.
Alternatives C3 and C4 will require tunneling under risk areas as defined by LAWA. While soil
conditions in the Study Area (including West Sepulveda) are similar to other locations where
tunneling has been successfully completed with no noticeable settlement, there are unique
challenges (i.e. maintaining runway operations during tunnel construction) associated with
tunneling under sensitive airport environments regulated by FAA.
3.4.6.

Geotechnical, Soils and Hazardous Materials

Alternatives B, C1, C3 and C4 all require a portion of the alignment to be underground. The
general depth of the tunnel is anticipated to be 75 feet below existing surface utilities. The
potential underground segment includes twin-bored tunnels, cut and cover tunnels, portal
and station excavations, cross-passages, and sump structures. Alternative C1 does not pass
beneath the runways, and Alternatives C3 and C4 pass beneath the south runways.
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Preliminary geotechnical investigations concluded the following:


Soils along the underground segment of the proposed alternatives consist of either older
dune sand or alluvium. Groundwater is expected to be encountered below tunnel and
station inverts. Perched groundwater may be encountered in excavations.



Tunneled alternatives are deemed feasible from a geotechnical perspective.



The presence of existing structures that are sensitive to ground deformation will dictate
that earth pressure balance (EPB) and/or slurry shield TBMs are used for tunneling.



Gasketed tunnel liners and safety systems at stations will be required to mitigate
hazardous soil gas conditions, which will increase the cost of constructing and operating
the project.



EPB or slurry shield TBMs are well suited for the subsurface conditions along the
proposed underground segments. Older dune sands, anticipated along most of the
underground segments, will likely facilitate tunneling due to its predominantly uniform
nature and lack of cobbles and boulders.

3.4.7.

Airspace/Runway Protection Zone

The dedicated guideway or stations for a transit system are subject to regulations and policies
established by FAA to protect the safety of runway operations and minimize interference with
air traffic control systems. In particular, off-airport routing options that encroach into areas
designated as Runway Protection Zones (RPZs) may result in significant issues. Based on the
current level of design, all alternatives under consideration avoid the RPZ and Runway
Approach airspace, both during construction and upon completion.
3.4.8.

ITF at Southwestern Maintenance Yard

As requested by the Metro Board in October 2013, an analysis on relocating the ITF at or over
the Southwestern Yard was conducted. It was determined that relocating the ITF to the Metro
Yard would present several challenging issues listed below and is therefore not
recommended.


Yard Layout – As shown in Figure 3-5, the Southwestern Yard was designed on a very
constrained parcel. In order to fit all the required facilities and operations, some
deviations to Metro Design Criteria’s minimum horizontal tangent and curve dimensions
were assumed. Any remaining space between tracks accommodates yard buildings, staff
parking, and fire lanes. Due to this constrained environment, very little flexibility exists to
accommodate structures to support an upper deck for the ITF. An in-depth structural
analysis would be required to determine if such a structure is feasible and yard layout
impacts.



Property Acquisition – In order to access the ITF, a roadway network would be required,
including ramps. The Belford property to the west of the Southwestern Yard is the one
logical place for a vehicular ramp access from the road to the upper deck. This property is
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currently owned by LAWA and the future development on the property has not yet been
determined.


Security Monitoring – The Southwestern Yard requires security monitoring, which
depends upon an unobscured line of sight from the observation tower. The tower is
located on the east end of the main shop and is 52 feet high, making it the tallest structure
in the yard. The addition of the ITF above the yard would obscure the line of sight from
the observation tower. Alternatively, yard security monitoring could occur via closed circuit
television, eliminating the need for the tower and removing the height restriction for the
ITF structure.



LAX Height Restrictions – The height of the ITF may exceed height restrictions imposed by
the LAX runway approaches. This Runway Approach height restriction is distinct from the
RPZ restrictions.

In addition to these considerations, the ITF is a LAWA facility. Therefore, the location and
design of the facility is not within Metro’s purview. While this concept was not recommended
by Metro or LAWA staff, both agencies continue to explore opportunities associated with a
new LRT and APM transfer facility near 96th Street and Aviation Boulevard.
Figure 3-5: Southwestern Yard Layout

3.5. OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY
With the exception of the A Alternatives, all alternatives under consideration involve
branching and merging the Crenshaw/LAX and Metro Green Lines, creating exceedingly
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complex operating conditions. The analysis of the operations feasibility focused on three key
issues:


Terminal Capacity



Junction Operations



Yard Access

The operations analyses identified capacity constraints at several key junctions and terminals
outside the Study Area. These capacity constraints, specifically at two locations – the
LAX/Aviation Junction and the Redondo Beach Terminal – result in train conflicts that put into
question the practical operating capacity for Alternatives B, C1, C3, and C4. Appendix C
presents the operations analysis for the Redondo Beach terminus station and Alternative B.
3.5.1.1.

Terminal Capacity

The operations analysis began by determining the terminal capacity for Alternative C1, which
is the only alternative with a terminal station (end of line) in the CTA area. All of the A
Alternatives, B, C3, and C4 do not involve terminal stations in the CTA area, and therefore
were not part of the terminal capacity analysis.
Table 3-10 presents the maximum headways that could be supported along each of the three
branches (Green Line Norwalk-LAX, Crenshaw Redondo Beach-LAX and Crenshaw Expo-LAX)
in Alternative C1. With tail tracks and pocket tracks on the inbound side, a two-track stub-end
configuration can accommodate a maximum headway of eight-minutes on each of the three
branches. Therefore, it should be feasible to accommodate the proposed 10 minute headways
on each branch in Alternative C1 at the CTA East Station. The CTA East Station itself would
need to be constructed with three platform tracks to process the number of trains operating
in this scenario.
Table 3-10: Maximum Headways
Branch Terminal
Configuration

Practical Headway on Each Branch

Stub-End no tail tracks

11.25 min

Stub-End with tail tracks and
pocket tracks

>8.18 min

Another key terminal in the Metro Rail system is the Redondo Beach Station. The existing
configuration at the Redondo Beach Station is not capable of supporting the proposed
operations for Alternatives B, C1, C3, and C4. The absence of tracks beyond the station
platform requires trains to enter the station at reduced speeds, which when combined with
necessary switch realignment times, creates too long of a cycle per train to maintain the
required combined headway. This issue could potentially be solved with construction of tail
tracks beyond the station, allowing for higher speeds. The cost for the tail tracks at the
Redondo Beach Station would be roughly $25 million and are not included in the cost
information shown in Section 3.1.1.
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Junction Operations

There are two critical junctions in the AMC operating system – the grade-separated junction
north of the Aviation/Century Station and the flat junction west of the Aviation/LAX Station.
Flat junctions are those that have two tracks and cross each other at-grade, but the two tracks
do not connect to each other. To determine whether the C Alternatives could feasibly operate
through these two junctions, two operating simulations were run – one for Alternative C1 and
one for Alternative C3.
Both simulations showed little delay to revenue trains at the junctions, both in frequency and
duration. However, many of the trains enter and exit the junctions only a few seconds apart,
meaning they could easily be delayed once randomization factors (e.g. station and traffic
delays) are added as would exist in regular operations. Alternative C4 functions similarly to
Alternative C3, and thus the junctions for that scenario perform the same as those in C3.
Due to the four different operating moves in Alternative B, there are three critical junctions the grade-separated junction south of the Aviation/Century Station, the flat junction west of
the Aviation/LAX Station, and the junction south of the Hindry Station. Despite the fact that
the operations analysis for Alternative B suggests it is mathematically possible to run all four
different branches through the junctions at 10 minute headways, the analysis did not explicitly
account for the impact of the train control system, which reduces the capacity of the junctions
in trains per hour.
Additionally, the calculations did not factor in normal daily random factors such as variations
in dwell time at stations and traffic delays on the Crenshaw/LAX line. These two factors could
create delays and variations in train operations greater than the slim operating margin of the
theoretical results, meaning this scenario may not be able to be successfully operated in
practice. Given the external variables that can and will affect schedule adherence for
Crenshaw/LAX service, it is very unlikely that recurring conflicts at junctions can be avoided.
3.5.1.3.

Yard Access

The third operations issue is yard access – moving trains in and out of the yard at the
beginning and end of the day, as well as during changes in service frequency (e.g., peak to
midday service). The same operations simulations for Alternative C1 and C3 were run to
determine the operability of yard access without a western lead – meaning all trains would be
forced to enter and exit the yard through the Crenshaw/LAX line. The operations analysis
concluded that the yard access lead could feasibly operate under these two alternatives.
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